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Outline
• Introduction – Economics, the Environment and Covid‐19
• Role / contributions of environmental economics

• Evaluating health risk reductions / tradeoffs
• Why and how?
• Valuing mortality risk reductions

• Impacts of COVID‐19 (and policies) on the environment
• Air quality
• Outdoor recreation and environmental quality
• Property values and the environment

• Our research plans – Ideas, data prospects and challenges
• Discussion/feedback

Introduction
• Environmental Economics
•
•

Economics – “study of the allocation of scarce resources”
Environmental Economics – include the natural environment as a “scarce resource”
-

Integrating “non‐market” elements (behaviour, value) into economic analysis

-

Evaluating benefits and costs of policies that include “market” and “non‐market” elements

-

Designing / evaluating policies to address “externalities”: Impacts on others that are not reflected
in individual decisions (e.g. costs of air pollution not reflected in a firm’s costs).

Introduction
• Environmental Economics and “Covid‐19” Economics
•

How to assess tradeoffs between “market” and “non‐market” (health risk) components?

•

Feedbacks between the economy (economic behavior), the environment, and Covid‐19 (and policies)

•

The natural environment and risks of future pandemics (“One Health”)

•

Policies to address “externalities”: parallels between environmental issues and Covid‐19
-

“Negative externalities” – policy design

-

Distributional impacts / Equity

-

Dynamics and behavioral responses

“What time paths of all available COVID‐19 control measures would minimize
the sum of control costs and the social costs of morbidity and mortality
caused by the virus?” (Ashworth et al. 2022)

Introduction: Health Risk Tradeoffs
• How can we evaluate tradeoffs between “health” and “economic costs”?
•

Direct benefits of a “lockdown” policy: Health risk reductions
-

•

Similar to evaluation of benefits of “air pollution” policy

Economic valuation of health risk reductions
-

Mortality risk reduction (VMRR); Morbidity risk reduction

- Updating Canadian values of mortality risk reduction
• Co‐benefits / co‐costs: Health, Environment
- Air quality changes, mental health impacts
• Opportunity cost of policies

• The importance of “health” in economic behaviour, values, and valuation
•

Linkages between environment, health and economic activity

•

Economics – epidemiology (interdisciplinary) research is critically important

Introduction: Covid‐19 and the Environment
• Measuring the impact of Covid‐19 and policies on the environment
•

Environmental factors (e.g. air quality) influence COVID‐19 outcomes
-

•

Pollution is associated with increased Covid‐19 deaths

Economic impacts of “lockdowns” on air quality (particulate matter, GHGs)
-

E.g. Benefits of improved air quality on health outcomes, including Covid‐19 impacts

•

Economic impacts of “lockdowns” and Covid‐19 on recreation behaviour and value of recreation
opportunities

•

Economic impacts on property values and “greenspace”

•

Impacts of policies and lockdowns on waste management and recycling

• Biodiversity loss and/or increased human‐wildlife contacts may make zoonotic
diseases more likely

Valuing mortality risk reductions in Canada

Valuing mortality risk reduction
• Values of mortality risk reduction or VMRR
•

Tradeoff between mortality risk and wealth (“willingness to pay for a small reduction in risk”)

•

Measured using wage‐risk tradeoff analysis, stated preference methods

•

A key parameter in evaluating health and environmental policies

• In Canada, Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS, 2007) suggest VMRR estimate C$6.11
million (in 2004 dollars) ‐ C$9 million 2019
•

Based on literature review by Chestnut et al. 1999

•

Later updated by Chestnut and De Civita (2009) – utilized in Health Canada (2021)

• VMRR estimates need to be updated to reflect
•
•

New/changing risks exposures, and preferences
Growing/changing values (e.g. incomes, life expectancy) overtime

Meta‐analysis: Methodology
• We undertake a meta‐analysis to update the VMRR estimate for Canada
•
•

Systematic search in databases
Backward and forward tracking of citations

• Inclusion criteria:
•
•
•

conducted using primary data from Canada
published as a peer‐reviewed journal article
explicitly estimate a VMRR

• Selected 18 primary studies in Canada
•
•

Extracted 120 VMRR estimates
Exclude outliers (values >50mln & <2mln CAD)

Drivers of VMRR

Updated VMRR: 40% Higher than Current
Table 8: Comparison of updated VMRR estimate vs official VMRR in Canada
CANADA

VMRR in million 2019 CAD

USA

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

New Estimate

TBS

Health Canada

US EPA

HHS

12.1

8.7

9

12.4

13.8

[10.3 - 13.8]

[6.1 - 20.4]

[4.7 - 12.7]

Notes: The values in brackets are 95% confidence interval for the VMRR estimates. The calculation of economic costs of death associated with air pollution
attaches 0.5 weight (probability) for the mean VMRR whereas 95% CI values take 0.25 each, in line with Health Canada (2021)’s probabilistic approach to
account for valuation uncertainties. VMRR values used by the US authorities are taken from Banzhaf (2021b)

•

Our updated VMRR estimate is higher than the one currently used by
authorities

•

Using older (lower) VMRR estimate may lead to
•

Underestimation of benefits of policies involving mortality risk reductions

What implications for COVID‐19 policies?
• The importance of correctly /defining measuring the value of mortality risk
reduction (VMRR)
• Cost‐benefit analysis of COVID‐19 lockdowns
•

Values of lives saved vs economic cost / jobs lost

• Co‐benefits of lockdowns
•

Health benefits from the reduced air pollution during lockdowns – reduced commuting, industrial
emissions

Covid‐19 Lockdowns Improved Air Quality and Generated Economic Benefits

Future work will identify:
•

Source: Mashayekhi et al. 2021. Page 1563

Health/economic values of
reductions in air pollution

Source: Air Quality Benefits Assessment Tool (AQBAT): https://science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_97170.html

Total cost is equivalent to $121
billion in 2019 dollars
Using our updated mean VMRR
estimate:
‐ Overall economic cost reaches
over C$185 billion (in 2019
dollars)

Source: Health Canada (2021). Page 18

Sensitivity of VMRR
• Consideration of different factors
•

Is the VMRR a function of age, incomes and other factors?

•

Is the VMRR context dependent?

•

Altruism
-

Elderly family members
Children

• Heterogeneous risks
•

Downward adjustment of VMRR to capture risks skewed towards upper end of the age distribution?

• What values are “missing”?
•
•

Morbidity
Mental health / stress

Research on COVID‐19 and local amenities:
Recreation behaviour and property markets

COVID‐19 and Local Outdoor Recreation
• Outdoor recreation about
2.2% of Canada’s GDP
• Recreation demand models
use decisions on “where to
go” to understand economic
value of natural areas /
environmental quality
• Benefits people receive about
twice as high as expenditure
(Lloyd‐Smith, 2021)

Travel restrictions have led to substitution towards more local trips

(Day, 2020)

Google mobility data suggest trips to local parks increased relative to other trips
Trips to parks

But, seasonality and no pre‐2020 comparisons

Nature‐based “stay‐cations” increased substantially in Alberta

What are implications for management and economic value of natural areas?

How have property markets changed due to the pandemic?
Intuition: value of properties with easy access to open space / ”the outdoors” have increased
more relative to urban centres.
Preliminary evidence suggest a more nuanced is warranted
• In Maryland, USA, lockdown policy led to the
•
•

increased value of houses closer to highways
but no effect on those close to open spaces (Irwin and Livy 2021)

• In New Zealand, later‐phase lockdowns
• decreased the values of houses proximate to open spaces and beach areas in New Zealand (Cheung and
Fernandez 2021)

What can we learn from these markets about how people value
local amenities?

The environment and future pandemic risks

The environment and future pandemic risks

https://www.alberta.ca/chronic‐wasting‐disease‐updates.aspx
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The environment and future pandemic risks
Did you hunt more or less this
year because of COVID‐19?

Reasons for Hunting Less

Reasons for Hunting More

Did not have as much
time because of the
COVID‐19

7%

30%
53%

40%

Concerned about
travelling due to COVID‐
19
Could not afford as
much hunting activity
because of the COVID‐
19

Less

About the Same

More

https://www.science.org/content/article/wild‐deer‐have‐
coronavirus‐antibodies

I had more recreational time
Deer meat is a cheap source
of food

48%

22%

Hunting is a safe activity
during a pandemic

Summary of research plans
• Modeling the impacts of air quality changes on economic/health
outcomes
•

COVID‐19 restrictions (round of lockdowns) and pollution reductions.

•

What are the health/economic values associated with reductions in air pollution?

• Do amenity values of nature increase as a result of restrictions?
•

Has vaccination increased the value (consumption of) environmental amenities?

• How were nature conservation activities affected during the pandemic?
•

Hunting, forests, water resources, energy use

• Informing future policy analysis
•

Pandemic risks

•

Assessing impacts and policies

Questions and Answers
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